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Heavitree Fore Street Guided Walk - Sunday 16 October 2pm
The Society would like to invite all members to a walking tour of Heavitree. We will
meet at the Chapel of St Clare, Livery Dole, and Martin Weiler will guide us around
the points of interest. Feel free to chip in with any of your own memories or
anecdotes as we go. We would like to use this as an opportunity to attract new
members, so please feel free to invite friends or family members along.

John Clayton and Lyndon Taylor
It is with great regret that the Society has learnt of the deaths of two long standing
members, John Clayton and Lyndon Taylor.
John was active in local Heavitree life supporting the work of the Community
Association as well as the History Society.
Lyndon was a fount of local knowledge and contributed his memories to Society
meetings. Recent talks included 'Mincinglake Stream/Heavitree Bridge' (see
newsletter 59) and 'Memories of horses' (newsletter 63).

Professor Richard Hitchcock - 'Richard Ford of
Heavitree'
Professor Hitchcock is a leading expert on Richard
Ford, perhaps Heavitree's most famous resident.
After paying tribute to Cecily Radford, W.G.Hoskins
and HLHS member David Morrish's work on the
subject, he gave a very interesting talk about Ford
and his house.
Ford was born to a well-to-do family in London, in
1796. He studied at Winchester, then Trinity College
Oxford, eventually gaining an MA in Law. After this,
he did what many gentlemen of his time did, and
spent time touring the continent. He had many
experiences, including Beethoven giving him a motet
written especially for him. Ford wrote on the

manuscript, "this quartette was composed for me in my presence by Ludwig v.
Beethoven at Vienna Friday 28th November 1817”.
In the 1820s, he married Harriet, daughter of the Earl of Essex, and (perhaps just
using it as an excuse to go somewhere new) went to Spain 'for the health of his
wife' from 1830-33. He was adventurous and enjoyed dressing in Spanish garb;
looking a bit like a dandy. They escaped the heat of Seville by renting rooms in The
Alhambra, which was mostly in ruins at that time. He often left his family and went
on horseback tours alone, which he later wrote up when in Heavitree.
By
1833,
he
became
increasingly
concerned about
the
cholera
epidemic
in
Spain,
and
planned to return
to England. At
this point he
wrote that he
was on the point
of
separation
with Harriet. The
journey
back
cannot have been
easy;
their
youngest child, aged one, died en route. By the time they returned they were living
separately; Harriet at her father's, and Ford in his father's house. Although they
reconciled briefly, Harriet died in 1837, leaving
behind three of the six children born to her and
Ford. He then remarried Eliza Linnington the
following year.
Ford, meanwhile, had taken a house in Devon.
He chose Exeter because his younger brother
was a curator in a church in the High Street and,
after settling at 60 Southernhay West (since
demolished), wrote fondly of 'the delicious
neighbourhood of Exeter', with its 'sweet valley,
perpetual verdure' and 'the exquisite, scattered
villages of Devon'. Perhaps the quiet of the
country made him turn his thoughts to writing a
work on Spain, which was to become his main
claim to fame as an author.

In 1835 Ford moved to a small cob house in Church Lane, Heavitree, which he
always spelt as 'Hevitre'. Nobody really knows why he spelt it this way; perhaps it
was an affectation to make it coincide with Spanish pronunciation. The
C13th/C14th way of spelling it was 'Hevetre'; maybe he was aware of this, or
perhaps he modelled his spelling on the way the inhabitants pronounced
Heavitree.
The house stood on twelve acres of land, including orchards, overlooking open
countryside (now the RD&E), and Ford set about enlarging and completely
remodelling the house and gardens. He incorporated many salvaged items from
buildings in the area - the fireplace was taken from a house pulled down in Rack
Street (West Quarter) and the ornate staircase, gates and carved woodwork all
came from King John's Tavern on South Street (which was being rebuilt). A font in
the garden was possibly taken from the 1845 rebuild of parts of Heavitree Church
(it is now back in the church!).
Ford was an enthusiastic collector, and, with great gusto, filled his house with
items from his travels. For example, his bathroom was tiled with original tiles that
he had picked up off the floor of the Alhambra. Part of his bath was made from the
original register chest at Exeter Cathedral and there were sculpted heads on a
parapet, from Italy. He set about creating a Spanish environment in the grounds of
his house, laying out rectangular gardens lined with cypress trees and featuring a
Moorish tower/ gazebo building, in which he wore Spanish clothes and ate Spanish

food. An avid collector of paintings and sculptures, since the early 1820s he had
been writing about, buying and selling works of art, which would also have filled
his house. What an impact 'Ford House' must have had on the citizens of
Heavitree!
The house was surrounded by an old cob wall (in fact the tall cob wall along Church
Street is the only part of the house that remains today), and this was the
inspiration for Ford's first major public article. Cob walls were also used in ancient
cities of the South of Spain, and Ford drew comparisons with those of Devon.
The boldness and confidence of his writing and hypotheses in this article were
even more evident in his most famous publication in 1845: 'A Handbook for
Travellers in Spain', a guidebook for middle class travellers, based on his own
experiences in the country, and full of anecdotes and humour. He was very
opinionated about all aspects of Spain and according to Exeter Civic Society's
webpage,
'an
earlier edition of
his
handbook
(1839)
was
withdrawn from
publication as it
was
considered
too offensive to
the Spanish and
the French!' Even
the
published
edition apparently
made
many
Spanish
furious!
His writing style,
however,
was
almost
certainly
part of the appeal
of his books, and was largely responsible for English travellers' interest in Spain
until the end of the century. As of 1966 the book was still being reprinted.
Meanwhile, Ford took an active role in Heavitree and Exeter life. He was involved
with Heavitree Church, donating money and attending meetings, and his
voluminous correspondence reveals that he was interested in local issues.
Originally a committee member, he eventually became president of the
Devonshire and Exeter Institution, which still holds a copy of one of his books, and
enabled him to mix with a variety of other distinguished characters of Exeter. and
made discoveries - a 'kindred spirit'; William Miles - a magistrate and animal lover,
who built the Queen Street drinking fountain for horses and Dr Thomas Shapter,
who had published a history of cholera in Exeter, which would have interested

Ford. He also became good friends with the artist John Gendall, and took tuition
from him at Mol's Coffee House. Gendall's painting of Heavitree House is the only
record of the house as it was during Ford's life. Ford himself enjoyed painting
pictures of Spain, to decorate the many rooms
of his house.
Ford married for a third time in 1851, to Mary
Molesworth (who survived him by fifty years),
and spent his later years between Exeter and
London, working on a third edition of his guide
book. By 1855 he was back in Heavitree, but his
health was failing. He as suffering from Bright's
disease, which caused his eyesight to fail and
led to his death at 62 in 1858. Ford was buried in
Heavitree churchyard, his gravestone reading
'Rerum hispaniae indagator acerrimus' (keenest
explorer of things Spanish). The tombstone was
vandalised in 1970, but his great grandson
commissioned a replacement, which is still there
today.
Ford had been very close to his son from his
second marriage, Clare Ford, and after his death,
the house passed to him and was let out, until its
sale in 1898, to Edward and Annie Shrimpton.
They lived there until just before WW1.
The house then passed through several hands, was used as a workshop in WW2,
and fell into
disrepair after
by 1949. By
then, a housing
estate
had
been built in
the grounds,
and in 1960,
despite
the
building being
grade II listed,
Heavitree
House
was
demolished
and replaced
by
more
housing.

Hilda Mitchelmore, from HLHS
remembers Heavitree House in 1932,
when she was nine years old. The
parents of her Brownie Commissioner,
Miss Weisman (who changed her
name during the war), lived at
Heavitree House. When Hilda was
enrolled, the ceremony was held in the
gardens there, and in the summer
meetings were often held in the
grounds. Miss Weisman married the
vicar of Heavitree Church, and Hilda
remembers the brownies lined up on
either side, forming a guard of honour
to see the couple off on their
honeymoon.
Sally Robinson

Devon Heritage Trust - Memories from Devon Residents 1914-39
Mike Smith is working with the Devon Heritage Trust to make oral recordings of
the effect of war on local people. The objective is to record these memories and
add them to the archive, before they are lost. The project will begin in care homes
around the county, but Mike is interested to hear from anyone who was living in
Devon at this time - please do get in contact if you have any memories to share.

South Lawn Terrace - What's in a Name?
A busy thoroughfare through Heavitree, the road number C108 (South Lawn
Terrace to you) is on a bus route as well as being a short-cut between the R.D.& E.
and Whipton but why the name? A post-war group of flats in Goldsmith Street is
called ‘North Lawn Court’, but there is no mention of a ‘lawn’ in any historical
documents that I’ve come across; in fact, ‘South Lawn Terrace’ isn’t even
mentioned in the Discovering Exeter series booklet of Exeter street names.
Having said that, the residences were built in chronological order from 1 – 33A
with one builder erecting nos. 1 – 20 in the 1880s. A quick glance will reveal the
more decorative no. 20 was the builder’s own house.
Many interesting questions arise from a more detailed examination: no. 14 still has
wooden window frames; high up on the wall corner of no. 22 is a stone etched
with SOUTH LAWN TERRACE; you need to be aware of small creatures at no. 37;
nos. 31, 33 and 33A were 1980 additions; nos. 23 – 26 and 27 – 30 have the same
design.
During the war years, people were asked to augment the metal supply for
armaments by donation any iron or steel items: why, then is no. 14 the only one of
the original terrace still with metal railings?
Why were there no houses on the south side of the road? It can only be assumed
that occupiers of the terrace already had a wonderful view across Vicarage
Meadow to the horizon the other side of the Exe. I used to have an allotment here,
one of about 70, and the former Vicarage Meadow was crossed at 45 degrees by a
footpath. This was directly in line with Stuart Road before the dog-leg at the top of
that street was created. Then the Health Centre was built and I lost an annual
supply of 60lb of raspberries and 18lb of strawberries!
Students of St. Michael’s Academy can supply many answers to these questions
and about their own school. Will there be any further building on South Lawn
Terrace? No, because there’s no more room!
Terry Bound

Memories of a House in Chard Road
Thank you so much to Jojo Spinks, who has given me permission to share the
wonderful letter written to her by a previous inhabitant of her house. If only we
could all receive a similar letter about our own houses!
'Dear ?
I thought I'd just jot down a few things I know about 8 Chard Road. The house was

built 1926/7 and was one of the first to be built in the road. Nos. 6, 8, 10 and 12
were built first by the builder called Kent. Strangely, nos. 2 and 4 were built later
by a different builder. My family lived there from 1927 to 1981 when my mother
died and my sister Betty and I sold it in 1982, I think to a Mr James?
My father had died in 1968 and the garden was altered considerably to help my
mother cope. In Dad's days there was path from a brick wall (and gate) straight to
the front door. My father loved gardening, and it was filled with scented flowers, a
white lilac, lilies of the valley. Near the door, roses galore. I can still remember the
names of some of them: "Lady Sylvia", "Shotsilk", "Crimson Lake", "Ena Harkress",
special pansies, huge ones; the seeds of which he got from Switzerland.
At the back of the house, there were concrete steps and a flat stretch of concrete
below the dining room window where my mother mangled her hand washing. No
washing machines or spin dryers in those days. The concrete ended where the
toilet is (then accessed by an outside door), the coal cupboard was next to it
towards the house. The kitchen was very small and down a step from the hall.
There were no hedges between neighbours, only concrete posts with wire through
them between neighbouring gardens, so the whole garden was much wider than it
is now, though less private. The narrow pathway led straight down from the side of
the path to the bank at the very bottom where it joins the park. Along this path
were five apple trees and a William pear tree. Across the garden were fruit bushes:
gooseberries, red and blackcurrants, raspberries and strawberries. Also a plum
tree and greengage trees. Vegetables were grown between all of this. You must
appreciate, it was WWII time (and shortly after) when food was rationed and this
supply of food was essential for the family. "Dig for Victory" as the saying was. It
supplemented the weekly rations - 4oz of bacon, the same of meat, 2oz of cheese,
4oz butter or margarine, 8oz of sugar, 2oz of tea, 1 egg, 2-3 pints of milk - per
person per week. Even bread became rationed as the war proceeded. We bottled
fruit but with virtually no sugar available.
Everything strictly rationed, you had a book with food coupon from which your
nominated grocer cut out the week's coupon allowances. We had to produce
mostly our own food as the Germans were sinking merchants’ vessels to try to
starve us out. 2,500 such vessels were sunk.
As I told you on Sunday, our Anderson shelter was dug into the bank just up from
the piped stream at the very bottom of the garden. In it, we had Lloyd Loom chairs
and a Valor oil heater. When the sirens went, we all trooped out with a blanket
and cushion to sit out the time until the "all clear" was sounded. You could hear
the bombs dropping on Exeter. The Luftwaffe followed the River Exe from the
coast upward to the city. It was very frightening.
The only heating in the house was the big open fires in the lounge (front room) and
the dining room. They were tiled and had high mantle shelves above them. Red
tiles in the back room, pole blue in the front. Coal was strictly rationed as well, so
only put on when really cold. There were two grates, one in each bedroom, but

only used it someone was pretty ill. No double glazing or loft insulation. I can
remember the frost patterns (furry looking) on my bedroom window in winter. You
got dressed very quickly, likewise washing yourself, no heating at all there! Brrr!
In the corner of the kitchen (by the wall where the understairs cupboard is) was a
big gas water heater, with a coffer underneath to do your hand washing. This left
little space for the cooker, called "The Black Prince", cast iron, also gas run. The
sink was opposite, and a draining board. No fridge, just the understairs cupboard
made into a larder with the window covered with steel meshing. No carpets; only
cold lino and rugs. Clothes were also on ration. We all gave up our 'points' when
my sister got married, in order for her to have a going away outfit. She borrowed
her wedding dress from a cousin. Her underwear was made from parachute silk,
then available as the war was over.
Even with all this going on, I remember life in Chard Road as happy days. Little in
the way of comfort, and yet the neighbours all helped each other with the little
they had and comforted one another in times of distress.
By the late fifties, things had improved in the country and the open fires were
replaced by electric ones in the lounge and dining room, and storage heaters in the
hall and main bedrooms. The bathroom was modernised.
When Dad died in the late sixties, the fruit trees etc went and all was put down to
grass, as my
mother
was
seventy by then
and she just got
someone in to
cut it in-season.
The coal shed
was made into a
shower,
this
with the toilet
was
then
accessed from
indoors via the
kitchen and the
Chard Road Street Party May 1945
outer
doors
bricked up.
The park behind the house and garden has seen many changes. During the war
stones and rubble were dumped there from the bomb sites. Years later that was
cleared up and grassed over. The local youths used to play football and cricket
there. It was also used as the fairground during Heavitree Carnival. I don't know
when those trees were planted. I left in 1961 after marrying a royal marine and
subsequently lived in Malta, Malaya, Deol and Leicester before returning home to
Devon in 1967."
Sally Robinson

Fatal Mistake at Heavitree
Carbolic Acid for Cider
Devon and Exeter Gazette Tuesday April 30 1901
Last evening, while Mr Alfred Oxenham, of Heavitree Bridge, Exeter, was engaged
in whitewashing a house, to which he was shortly removing, he drank a portion of
the contents of a bottle containing carbolic acid in mistake for cider. Mr Andrews,
surgeon, was called, and ordered Mr Oxhenham’s removal to the Royal Devon and
Exeter Hospital, where he died soon afterwards. Deceased was 34 years of age,
and leaves a widow. An inquest will probably be held today.
Martin Weiler

What does this sign mean?
Thank you to a Jason Mingo who solved the mystery of a sign
on somebody's house (and nice to know that our website is
being perused by the public): "Good afternoon - I've just seen a
copy of your newsletter and the request for information on the
house sign in Oakfield Street. It is an old sign for showing the
distance between the plate itself and the nearest fire hydrant. Nowadays these
signs are yellow, floor level and with a big H. I see the sign shows 12ft 7 so the
owner could check to see if it's original by trying to trace the closest hydrant."

FORTHCOMING HLHS MEETINGS - WHAT'S IN STORE?
Wednesday 7 September
AGM + short talks by members on the history of houses of interest in Heavitree
(Martin Crothall - Cavendish Road; Margaret Wannell - Shelton Place; Sue Jackson The Garlands of Sivell Place). Other contributions welcome.
Tuesday 6 December
Mike Richards will be talking about 'Executions in Exeter'.
With Heavitree having two sites of execution - Livery Dole and the Ringswell
Gallows - this will be of special interest. Mike will cover executions from the 13th
to 20th Century including why, where and how people were executed. Mike will
highlight 'notable' local executions.
Tue 7th Mar 2017 TBC
Tue 6th Jun 2017 TBC
Tue 5th Sep 2017 TBC
Tue 5th Dec 2017 'Exeter & Heavitree Workhouses' - Geoff Harding
All meetings start at 7.30pm and are held in the Rifford Room at Heavitree Parish Church.

Non History Society Events
3rd September, 2pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Early Cinemas of Exeter
6th September, 7pm - Exeter History Society - Todd Gray 100 Things You Should Know
About Exeter (booking essential)
9th September, 12.30pm - Exeter Civic Society - Visit to Magdalen Rd Almshouses
15th September, 7pm - Exeter History Society - History of waste disposal in Exeter with
visit to the recycling centre
1st October, 2.30pm - Exeter Civic Society - Walk around Newtown
2nd October 2016, 2pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - A Debt of Honour: Showing of a
short film about the Commonwealth War Graves Commission
13th October 7pm - Exeter History Society - Norman Exeter, Talk by Malcolm Foster
6th November 2016, 2pm - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Tour of individual WWI graves.
12th November, 7pm - Exeter History Society - The Guildhall
8th December, 7pm - Exeter History Society - History of Polish Fighters in WW2
14th January, 7pm - Exeter History Society - Lost Industrial History of Exwick
13th April, 7pm - Exeter History Society - Exeter's First World War Hospitals. Julia Neville
If you know of any events that you think members might appreciate, please contact me and
I will include them in this section
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